A public multimedia presentation where Confluencenter researchers and students present their creative, interdisciplinary research at the Playground Bar & Lounge in downtown Tucson. Any and all lifelong learners are welcome to attend.

Borderland Movements, Community, and Identity in the Américas, January 23rd @ 6 PM

How do international borders manifest materially and symbolically in our everyday lives? The Innovation Farm Working Group Transfrontera brings together interdisciplinary scholars to critically examine these aspects of life in the borderlands. Join them as they share their findings in creating a space for borderland intellectual and cultural exchange.

Grad Night! February 20th @ 6 PM

What does street theatre about climate change in Bangladesh have to do with indigenous community language revitalization and transgender sex workers in Greece? They’re all subjects of inquiry of the 2017-2018 Confluencenter Graduate Fellows! Join us as the Fellows share stories from their interdisciplinary research experiences in a rapid-fire presentation style.

Shared Heritage in Bounding Spaces, March 20th @ 6 PM

How do borders – of any kind at any time – create tensions that reflect division – or cooperation – among human beings? Innovation Farm Working Group On The Edge is creating an ongoing, interdisciplinary faculty think tank/seminario to explore how mosaics of boundaries are imagined, created, enforced, and dissolved across academic disciplines. Join us as they share their case studies in groundbreaking collaborative methodologies.
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